BRIEF
In an •xominatien of problems arising in multidimontional scaling, tha multivariato analysis of intvpoint distances into coordinates in m-dimensional Euclidean space is first described. Problems encountered in application of the method are then presented, and solutions developed or suggested by the writer are discussed.
The first difficulty was the occurrence of a complex additive constant during the course of Messick-Abelson interations for solutions of relatively low dimensionality. A regression approach is suggested as a reasonable alternative. This approach cannot yield a complex additive constant and has been successfully used where the mere common method has failed.
A second problem arose because the common Hotelling method of extracting characteristic roots and vectors does not find the vectors in the algebraic or dor of the roots. This difficulty, combined with the relative slowness of the Hotelling method, recommends the use of Jacobi's method.
A third problem was the occurrence of negative "distances" obtained when the final additive constant is added to the scale values. It was conjectured that this result may arise in samples even when a proper dimensionality has been defined and the solution sought. A model sampling study of a one-dimensional system supported the conjecture. Hence, the occurrence of such negativ "distances" is not necessarily indicative of an underlying structure of higher dimensionality.
Finally, it was pointed out that the occurrence of negative "distances" is actually built into the successive intervals and comparisons approaches. Alternative assumptions were discussed. When the matrix operations involved in W F are traced, th^jresult is seen as the subtraction of a constant from each column of F, so that the sum of each column is zero (the constant will usually be different for each column). Geometrically, this subtraction has the effect of placing the origin of the space at the centroid of the points and has no effect on the interstimulus distances. We therefore define F = W F and modify equation ( (5)1 one can obtain in matrix form
where B is an n x n matrix with entries equal to s' , and E is an n x n matrix with entries equal to s... Substituting the right-hand side of (6) for D in equation (Ifa) yields
The unknowns in equation (7) are the entries in F and the constant c.
Computing experience indicates that the characteristic vectors of the right-hand side of (7) are relatively insensitive to the choice of value of c. Hence one could guess a value of c and then extract the first m factors of the matrix indicated by the right-hand side of (7). For example, suppose X^ is the Äth such characteristic vector and M is the matrix obtained from (7) 
Where b.. and e are the diagonals of B and E respectively. To find c, Messick and Abelson (k) equate R(c) and s(c) and solve the resulting quadratic equation for a new value of c which is then used to compute a"new M which is used to get new X's, etc. This procedure, in effect, sets the sum of the n -m remaining roots of M equal to zero. If these roots are small, then the lower rank approximation of M by FF' will be good.
COMPLEX ADDITIVE CONSTANT
The Messick-Abelson additive constant procedure is an ingenious one by which many scaling problems have been solved. However, in several studies, the author has observed procedural difficulties which need to be resolved. These difficulties seem to arise when the chosen dimensionality is small relative to the number of stimuli used. To choose a dimensionality, the investigator guesses some value for c, computes the right-hand side of (?), factors the resulting matrix, and examines the profile of characteristic roots. Where there seems to be a sharp break in the size of the roots, he sets a trial dimensionality and begins additive constant iterations as described above. For example, Boldt (9) followed this procedure on a 15-stimulus problem and found one very large root, the remaining roots being relatively small. However, when single factor iterations were initiated, they could not be completed because of the complex roots of the quadratic equation obtained when R(c was equated to S(c). Since the analytical procedure as currently designed depends entirely on real numbers, there was no way to proceed. To solve this problem, additional dimensions were added, although the additional dimensions in no way added to the substantive understanding of the study. Complex constants were also encountered by Wiskoff (10) and Olans (ll).
To bypass this problem, a procedure is needed for estimating the additive constant which always yields a real number. To find such a method, we first substitute s's and c for d in equation (l) obtaining I s.
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Guessing a value for c, the right-hand side of (7) can be constructed and factored to obtain F for the guessed c and dimensionality. If f.. Since the s's are known and f's are determined using an old. c, the constant of regression of s on 4^Da " ^jk can ^e found and is equal to minus the new additive constant. This new constant could be used to get new f's and the procedure iterated until the constant ceases to change. When convergence is achieved, the coordinates, a's, are equal to b times the final F.
Clearly, no complex numbers can be involved in this process unless b is negative, i.e., the theoretical distances correlate negatively with the s's. If this happens, it seems reasonable to suspect that something is drastically wrong with the whole conceptualization, provided all computations are right. One way to correct this condition is to reverse the sign of the s's, although it is very difficult to imagine how such a change could be reasonable in the context of multidimensional scaling. No such negative correlation is known to the author.
CHOICE OF FACTORING METHOD
As indicated above, the multidimensional analysis requires guessing a constant, using it to compute the right-hand side of equation (7) and factoring the resulting matrix. Since the regression procedure does not involve calculating characteristic roots, perhaps centroid or square root factoring would be acceptable, although with computers the extraction of characteristic roots and vectors is quite feasible and in fact routine. If characteristic roots and vectors are used, there is some importance in choosing a proper factoring method. Since the number of factors desired is usually less than the order of the matrix to be factored, one would be tempted to use Hotelling iterations (12) which extract one factor at a time. However, this method extracts factors in the order of the absolute value of the characteristic roots. Messick and Abelson (U) have reported some results which render extraction in the order of the absolute value of the roots somewhat less desirable. They have pointed out that not only are the characteristic vectors from (7) relatively insensitive to changes in c, but also that the associated roots remain in the same order, although the magnitude and separation of roots may change as c changes.
Hence, if one makes a sufficiently bad initial guess at the value of c, the matrix to be factored may have strong negative roots. While this problem is not a serious one from the standpoint of numerical analysis, the practitioner should be aware that it can be encountered in practice. If Hotelling interations (12) are used, these large (in absolute value) negative roots will be extracted. Such roots are incompatible with the distance interpretation of the scale value. Hence the factoring method to be used should extract factors in the algebraic order of the characteristic roots rather than their absolute value. The Jacobi Method (15) is quite adequate in this regard, since it extracts all the factors which can then be selectively chosen in the algebraic order of the roots. This method has also proved to be considerably faster than the Hotelling method.
The difficulty in the order of extracting factors could probably be circumvented if one first did a complete factoring with some guessed value of the additive constant and visually inspected the resulting profile of characteristic roots. However, there is merit to computing routines such that one inputs the scale values, and the computer then works its way to solutions through increasing dimensionality until a satisfactory solution is achieved. The routine currently used by the author uses zero as a guessed constant no matter what the values of the s's and then uses as a starting constant for higher dimensions the final constant obtained from the solution at the next lowest dimensionality. The inclusion of the Jacobi routine with the factors taken in the algebraic order of the roots has been consistently successful.
To speed up the numerical procedure, an attempt was made to capitalize \ more fully on the relative invariance of ttie characteristic vectors with change in c. Suppose the matrices M and M are calculated as indicated ' on the right-hand side of equation (7) where P and P are the matrices of characteristic vectors and G and G are diagonal matrices of characteristic roots. The invariance which has been referred to is that
where the entries in E are small in absolute value. Note that since P is orthogonal, the multiplication P' M^P yields a diagonal matrix. ^It can be expected that the multiplication P' M P would nearly dingonalize M since
Since G is diagonal^ and since E is small, it would be supposed that the diagonalization of M would he nearly accomplished. Hence use of the old characteristic vectors could be expected to reduce time spent in diagonalizing new M tatrices. This conjecture is recorded because at some time it may lead to useful application. However, for the problems on which it was attempted it was found that the Jacobi factoring^from scratch was faster, since the required matrix multiplication P' M P was very slow when done in FORTRAJI with double subscripts. It is suggested that speedup could occur if the user of multidimensional scaling had available faster techniques for accomplishing matrix multiplication.
NEGATIVE DISTANCES
Once a solution has been reached, there are two ways of estimating interstimulus distances. One of these is to use the Euclidean distance function (l) and the final coordinates; the other, more commonly used, is to add the constant c to the empirical scale values. The latter method has yielded negative numbers for solutions of relatively low dimensions in the studies of Boldt (9), V/iskoff (lO), and Olans (ll). Since negative numbers are incompatible with a distance interpretation, solutions at higher dimensions were sought. In the interest of parsimony, however, it is useful to inquire as to what extent these negative "distances" arise as a consequence of sampling fluctuation. To accomplish this inquiry, several successive interval multidimensional scaling samples were simulated using model sampling (lU) procedures. Table 1 gives the matrix of interpoint distances used. If stimulus A is located at the origin, and entries in the first row of Table 1 are taken as coordinates in a one-dimensional Euclidean space, these coordinates can generate the rest of the table. Hence a onedimensional system is implied in Table 1 . Consistent with the successive interval models (l5)> the distances were assumed to be normally distributed over presentations. Category boundaries were set at 2,14-,6,8, and 10.
Then data for six samples of 20 subjects each vere generated and scale values found assuming dlscrlmlnal dispersions of 20. Multidimensional analysis of the resulting scale values was then accomplished wing procedures described above. Only one cf the samples gave all positive distances when the additive constant from a one-dimensional solution was added to the scale values. Four of the samples required two dimensions, and the fifth sample would have required five dimensions. The problem was, of course, rigged to produce the result-it was expected that the negative "distance" would occur at the zero distance between stimuli A and B. However, every stimulus pair yielded a negative distance for at least one sample. A majority of the pairs yielded negative "distances" In one or more of the cases where two dimensions were adequate. These results may well be peculiar to the particular configuration of parameters, especially including sample size. The implication is clear, however, that the occurrence of negative "distances" does not necessarily imply a higher dimensionality of the underlying stimulus configurations. Additional research, beyond the scope of the present study, is needed on which reasonable sets of parameters could be used to determine the extent to which these negative "distances" would be due to sampling fluctuation in practical experimentation.
DISTRIBUTION OF INTERPOINT DISTANCES
The results of the model sampling above deal with the case where scale values are obtained by successive Intervals techniques and would probably apply to comparisons methods (3). They do not apply to graphic rating procedures. In a personal communication in 1956, Tucker pointed out that both the successive Intervals and comparisons methods, as used in practice, assume that stimulus strengths are normally distributed over presentations. In the multidimensional scaling problem, the stimulus strengths are interpreted as interpoint distances. Since the normal distribution has nonzero probability ordinates over the entire real axis, it follows that the occurrence of negative distances is implicit in both the successive intervals and comparisons models. It should not be surprising that negative "distances" occur in some solutions. Assumptions other than normality could be tried. For example, the author (l6) has used gamma distribution assumptions to obtain estimates of the distances on a ra lo scale, but in that attempt there was no good rationale for the assumption, and the occurrence of complex solutions severely limited the value of the approach. Tucker has pointed out that if, over a large number of presentations, the stimulus points are normally distributed in m-dimenslonal psychological space, the interpoint distances would take on a non-central chl-square distribution. However, no feasible numerical techniques based on the non-central chl-square are currently available.
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